Journalism’s obligation is to the public. Journalism places the public’s interests ahead of commercial, political and personal interests. Journalism empowers viewers, listeners and readers to make more informed decisions for themselves; it does not tell people what to believe or how to feel. Ethical decision-making should occur at every step of the journalistic process, including story selection, news-gathering, production, presentation and delivery. Practitioners of ethical journalism seek diverse and even opposing opinions in order to reach better conclusions that can be clearly explained and effectively defended or, when appropriate, revisited and revised. Ethical decision-making – like writing, photography, design or anchoring – requires skills that improve with study, diligence and practice. The RTDNA Code of Ethics does not dictate what journalists should do in every ethical predicament; rather, it offers resources to help journalists make better ethical decisions on and off the job – for themselves and for the communities they serve.

A growing collection of coverage guidelines for use on a range of ethical issues is available at RTDNA.org